4x4 Eco-Trail
Explore the Waterberg Mountain’s untrammelled land. The Marakele 4x4 Eco-Trail is a three-day (two-night) outdoor adventure spanning the primitive zone of Marakele National Park, which is the core of the Waterberg Biosphere Reserve.

Game Drives
All game drives are undertaken in an open safari vehicle with a driver/guide who has extensive experience and intimate knowledge of the area and is an expert on game movement and other ecological aspects of the region. Game drives usually depart in the early morning and late afternoon, when it is cooler for the game to hunt and graze. This way there is a better chance of encountering abundant wildlife on your game drive. This unforgettable experience is not to be missed!

Interpretive bush walks
Our professionally trained field guides cater for guests’ preferences and fitness levels to create an outstanding wilderness walking experience. Whether you wish to walk for a couple of hours a day or spend all day in the bush, we can create the ideal experience for you.

Ikhutseng Picnic Site
This quaint little spot is set in silver clusterleaf (Terminalia serica) dominated woodland, where visitors can disembark from their vehicles and have a picnic. (Unlike picnic sites in Kruger; there is no opportunity to hire gas cookers or purchase cool-drinks, so visitors must bring their own provisions.) The site itself is on flat ground; although the surface may be a little sandy or gravely in places, it is generally not too difficult to move around.

Birding
Marakele National Park is a birding haven where visitors can see closely related species alongside one another, such as Southern Boubou and Crimson-Breasted Shrike. Perhaps the biggest attraction is the largest colony of Cape Vultures in the world (around 800 breeding pairs), so don’t forget your binoculars.

Deluxe Bush Braais
Indulge in the unequalled gastronomic experience of a traditional African barbeque by soft firelight. Celebrate another magnificent day as the sun sets over the savanna and your experienced guide helps you search for wildlife at dusk before arriving at a feast in the middle of the wild African bush. A superbly presented bush braai in the middle of Marakele National Park is an experience to treasure.

For bookings of all activities, contact the park.
Tel: +27 (0)14 777 6929/28/31

Other attractions near Marakele include:
Walking safaris,
Wildlife safaris,
Golfing,
Half marathons,
Wildlife farms and parks.

For more information, enquire at reception in Marakele National Park.